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Welcome

to the January issue
of the Advertiser
Magazine
Cheryl, Andrew
and The Advertiser
team would like to wish
you all a very Happy,
Healthy & Prosperous
New Year - 2021
Quote of
the month
This New Year is like
a blank book, the pen
is in your hands, it is
your chance to write
a beautiful
story
for
yourself.

Tony Justice
Mosquito Screens
Glass & Screen Enclosures
Security Grills
Service & Net Replacement
for all types of screens
For a FREE quotation call

637 159 249
tonyjustice@live.com
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Welcome to 2021. No wait, I started last year’s column like
that and look how that turned out! Not that you can blame me
for the whole year, although my wife sure does try.

www.advertisermojacar.com

Resolutions
aren’t for
everyone!

Good luck getting through, might be a better adage. Hope you
can see your loved ones regularly enough. May you get out of the
bloody house often enough not to commit homicide. All better
remarks for the year we mustn’t speak of again.
It’s often as the new year starts, we think about new beginnings
and changes or improvements we can make. It’s indeed, a noble
quest, to make ones resolute for the year anew, but sorrow shall
cometh. Sorry, went all 8th century there. But there is a scientific
reason that 90% of new year’s resolutions fail.

You’ve got a lazy brain
There, I said it, someone had to.

Well, not quite. Scientists tend to say that your brain is being
efficient, by forging neuron paths that your impulses can travel
regularly along. However, the problem is that your brain gets so
set in its ways, that it doesn’t want to change. This is the reason
that we find it so difficult to make changes in our lives. For
example, giving up smoking or drinking, doing more exercise or
any other of those dumb resolutions that normally pop up on a
list somewhere.
To make a change, we must consciously choose to do, or not do
(depending on your goal), an action for 2 months for your brain to
overwrite previous pathways and make new ones. I told you - your
cerebrum really needs a push along.
So if you don’t make your resolution stick, it’s not really your fault.
It’s your brains… which is you, kind of, but not consciously, just
the subconscious. Is anyone else going numb down the left side?

The 21/90 rule

For those who are really serious, there is an idea that if we
commit to a professional or personal goal and work at it every
day for 21 days, after 3 weeks you should’ve established a habit.
You need then to continue to do it for another 90 days, but it’s
not necessary every day. I haven’t tried this one personally, but I
can confirm that the 2/5 doesn’t work.
Let’s face it, we have to want to change and be duly motivated.
I’m a bit 50/50 whether or not a screaming spouse is sufficient
motivation or not, but you should decide yourself what motivates
you.
If nothing else, the act of making a new year’s resolution brings
to our attention something we wish to change and we can
consciously decide to break it or not. I actually make a few extra
resolutions each year just to purposely break those ones. Then
there’s the ones like not smoking, which is really easy for me to
keep, as I don’t smoke. You win some, you lose some.
If you have any feedback for me, to dispute, argue, agree,
support, harass or to pinch, flick me an email bradh_os@hotmail.
com
PS: Just like your Spanish, your local businesses, like bars,
restaurants and shops rely on you. Use them (if you’re able) or
lose them.

by Brad H
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ributor) and Andrew

Jose Luis Cano (cont

Pam, Laura, Michelle, Lesley, Sue, Pauline, Lynn, Wendy & Sheryl Girlies who lunch at Shea’s Bar & Restaurant at the Kimrick

Dean’s pensi

ve pose at A

nto’s bar
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What is Yoga?
Shed the weight of 2020!
Leaving 2020 behind with New Years resolutions and 10 tips
on how to stick to them.
Are you one of those rare people that actually achieve your New
Years resolutions? WELL DONE YOU! You’re in a tiny percentile
of people who stay the course. In a landmark study conducted
by the University of Scranton, US in 1988, the study revealed
that 77% of people who pledged to a New Year’s resolution
only stuck to it for a week and a mere 19% actually fulfilled their
resolutions within 2 years. According to another survey in 2018,
by Statista, its only getting worse with only 4% of people saying
they stuck to their New Year’s resolutions (Buchholz, 2019).
Not surprisingly, the most common New Year’s resolutions made
for 2020, were mostly centred around health, starting an exercise
program/exercising more (50%) eating more healthily (43%),
losing weight (37%), reducing stress (34%), getting more sleep
(30%), or simply living life to its fullest.
But that was before Covid-19 stuck a spoke in the wheel.
According to a research paper issued in November 2020 in
the medical journal Nutrients, “We reported that 38.8% of
respondents increased their body weight by an average of
2.6 kg and our findings showed that 45.9% did not practice
physical exercise during
lockdown and, in this group,
28.7% did practice physical
activity before confinement”
(López-Moreno, M; Lopez, M;
Miguel, M; Garcés-Rimón, M.
2020). As for mental health,
according to a study conducted
in 2020, “We observed that
the COVID–19 crisis is indeed
impacting negatively on the
mental well–being of individuals
and found that 37.1% of the
participants reported suffering
from nervousness and stress to a
greater extent.” (Casagrande, M;
Favieri, F; Tambelli, R; Forte, G.
2020)
So where’s the problem?
Obviously there’s nothing
wrong with us, rather its the
tradition itself. We tend to set
lofty goals for ourselves and
have unrealistic expectations
thinking we can tackle our
challenges HARD and FAST, then
fail spectacularly! Then we pick
ourselves up again and most of
us put the resolutions in the ‘too
hard basket’ and our behaviour
remains at the same preresolution setting. Worse still, we
seem to slide even further back,
throwing our hands up in despair
8

before giving up all together and feeling even more miserable.
Looking a bit doom & gloom…?! Well, contrary to popular
belief, there IS a way to make your News Years Resolutions
STICK without throwing in the towel.
Lets look at the word RESOLUTION. Its a very strong word, its
demanding and screams “I MUST!” with no room for failure,
yet its pretty much inevitable that we will fail. We don’t really
respond very well to this word, and when we don’t, we are
ashamed, see ourselves as abject failures and berating ourselves.
We are simply being unreasonable and unrealistic about
resolutions.
Think about some of the resolutions you may have set in the
past, for example, you may have gained 12 kilos in 12 months,
yet say to yourself, “I’m going to lose 12 kilos in 6 weeks” or
“I’m going to start yoga” (but you’ve never even tried yoga
before), or how about this, “I’m going to stop smoking or
drinking alcohol” (possibly habits of a lifetime)? Are you seeing a
pattern here? These are all BIG asks, or you’ve never done them
before and quite frankly unsustainable, which is why we fail, and
slide backwards.
Recalling Lao Tzu, the ancient Chinese philosopher and writer
(6th century – 4th century BC) famous line “Do the difficult
things while they are easy and do the great things while they are
small. A journey of a thousand miles must begin with a single
step”.
Successful behavioural change comes only in stages
and how long it takes is all up to you. Understanding
behavioural change (especially your own), is critical to
the success of your mission. If you are in the minority of
being an “all or nothing” person, determination and
grit will see you through, but if you’re like most of
us, then we need to follow Lao Tzu’s advice, “one
step at a time”. Or as my mentor once said to
me, “How do you eat an elephant? One bite
at a time”.
So lets approach these ‘resolutions’ one
step at a time. Here are 10 tips to keep
you “eating your elephant”.
1) Be realistic – set sustainable mini
goals, for example, don’t deny or
deprive yourself by saying “I’m never
going to eat chocolate again” (because
you know you will), rather say “I’m only
going to eat chocolate once a week and
treat myself with a little bar and not a
big block”. That’s doable.
2) Write it down – I recommend to my
clients they invest in a pretty journal,
something meaningful and personal.
Expressing your emotions, goals, food
diary, progress etc. through a journaling
exercise is an excellent way of ‘keeping
it real’ and having something to refer
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back to. Ive been doing this
since January 2012 and I still
keep writing, reading and
reflecting. This is lifesaver and
will help keep you motivated.
3) Forward planning – I always
say to my clients, if a weight
loss programme is required,
the key to success lies in
the planning, emptying out
the cupboards, planning
the menus and planning
the shopping. Also mentally
preparing for changes ahead
and making sure you are ready
for this.
4) Outline the plan – decide
how you’ll tackle the
temptation to skip your yoga
or exercise class, or have that
pastry. Recruit a friend who can
be ‘on call’ for when you’re
experiencing the wobblies, or
maybe need a ‘pep talk’ or find
an exercise buddy.
5) Talk about it – to EVERYONE. No secrets here thank you! Your
friends and family want you to succeed but they cant help unless
you let them in, this also helps you keep accountable to them
and yourself.
6) Reward yourself – set milestones, for example, if you’re
stopping smoking then set celebration milestones such as first
day, first week, first month etc. My reward when I stopped
smoking 60 cigarettes a day (30 years ago, which it took four
attempts) was to have a celebration and save every single penny
into my ‘I Love Me account’, do this for a minimum of a year and
you’ll be amazed at how much you will have saved. One of my
clients has been doing this for 10 years now and has enough
money to buy a house! That’s staggering to think all that money
had been literally ‘going up in smoke’.
7) Monitor your progress. This is where your journal and
milestones comes into effect, because little short term goals are
waaaaaaay easier to achieve than HUGE unattainable goals. Lets
take weight loss for example, instead of focusing on losing 12
kilos in total, rather focus on losing 1 kilo at a time, using your
journal to keep on track and rewarding yourself.
8) No more flagellation – be kind to yourself and don’t obsess
with the occasional slip. Remember, one mouthful at a time and
do the very best you can, every day. Be okay with slips and don’t
let guilt rule you.
9) Perseverance – you’re implementing a HUGE behavioural
change and persistence pays off. Experts say about 21 days are
required to make a new behaviour to become a habit and about
6 months to make it stick and become a normal part of you, the
NEW you.
10) Keep going! Remember the words of Yoda “Try not. Do or
do not”. If we ‘try’ we are already giving ourselves permission
to fail. So keep doing it, and do it again & again & again. Come
mid February and you’re thinking about chucking it all in in,
DON’T! Look back, read your diary, look at your weight loss,
look how far you improved in your (for example) yoga practice

etc. Don’t panic if you’ve run out of steam, simply recommit
yourself to another 24 hours (one bite at a time), you KNOW
what you’re capable of (you’ve come this far) and doing anything
for 24 hour increments is mentally achievable, physically
sustainable and will just build upon the last 24 and so on, and
you’ll be tickedyboo & dandy in no time at all.
You’ve made it through 2020, so let raise a toast to New
Intentions 2021. You’ve got this! And when you’re ready, to shed
the weight of 2020, and if you want; we, at VaVa Yoga are ready
and waiting for you, supporting you on your new journey to a
healthier, happier you.
Namaste, Ashlí
Ashlí Miréla
BCompMed. mFENACO/Naturopath. S.E.N (SANC). DipNut.
DipAdv DTM. DipArom. YTTC.
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VaVa Yoga y Más

VaVa Yoga. Calle Juan Anglada, 16 Local B-2A, Res Vera, 04620. Ashlí Mob: 643 102 335 E: ashli@vavayoga.com
www.vavayoga.com www.facebook.com/VAVAYogaSpain
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Pam, Gary and Mel - Staff at the

Palm Tree

Merry Christmas

Spanish Lessons with Theo at Bar

igos

Los Am
2020 from all at

One Mojacar

The 2 x Judy’s, Tilly, Hazel and the guys at The Palm Tree

Quizmaster Tina at The Palm Tree
’s
weekly Tuesday Quiz

photo credit : Andrew Goth
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Nobody would have believed

“Nobody would have believed…” this is how
Richard Burton started the narration of the
musical production of “The War of the Worlds”
that came out around the end of the seventies.
I remember listening to that tape (it was on
tape) many times during the winter of 1978, as I
painted the radiators in a hotel that was closed
for the winter in El Arenal Beach in Mallorca…but
I digress.
That phrase came into my head as I was thinking
of the year that we have just left behind.
Indeed it would have been very difficult to have
imagined, twelve months ago, what we were
about to face during the year 2020.
I remember hearing in those days of January that
the year 2020 was going to be a “Karmic year”
because of the numerology behind it. I think that
the people that talked about “Karma” were not
really thinking what that entailed in terms of the
year that had just started. So now that we have
gone through the year, with all that’s happened,
and we have most likely breathed a sigh of relief
as the clock chimed the 12 strokes that left behind that period of
12 months that we’re not likely to forget in a hurry.... we might
well wonder: what now?
But before we start venturing on the possible outcome of various
things, I would invite you to reflect on a couple of things: it was
suggested by some, that the pandemic, and its far reaching
results, would make us stronger; would make us more empathic,
more helpful towards each other, more aware of our own fragility,
and indeed more conscious of what is important and what is not.
Has any of that happened?
Apart from those that have lost a loved one because of the virus,
and are trying to deal with the pain of that loss, how do you feel
about the immediate future?
Are you concerned about the fact that the economy is in tatters?
Are you concerned, or even worried, about the effects that Brexit
is going to have on most of us?
Are you concerned, or even worried about the forthcoming
vaccine? A vaccine that has been developed in months rather
than years as is the norm. Are you ready to get vaccinated as soon

as it is available?
A lot of questions that need to be answered, as we look, with
hope, towards this new year of 2021.
Far be it from me to want to put a damper on your hopes and
wishes for this New Year, on the contrary, I very much hope that
we, collectively and individually, are going to do the upmost to
win the battle against Covid. I very much want you, reading these
words, to keep safe and to be able, soon, to do those things that
you are yearning for; like get together with family and friends and
be able to give them a big hug. Or like me, be able to travel to
see my daughters in London, or go on a cruise, or a holiday to
your favorite destination.
Like a good friend has suggested to me; lets decide about what
we want, and what we need, and concentrate those two concepts
in one word: Hope.
Here’s hoping that 2021 is going to be good year!
by Jose Luis Cano

Mojácar has its new official flag

Following a month of voting by the Mojácar’s residents, the town has a new flag,
which has been chosen from three ideas
presented by the local Council. The designs
were created by a Gabinete Heráldico, specialists in the design and study of flags and
information was circulated through the press
and social networks, offering the chance
to vote on the Council’s ‘Mojacar Informa’
Facebook page.
10,619 people viewed the flags, 3,212
interacted, with 145 comments. The winning flag, which pulled
in 268 ‘likes’, will be presented for final approval at the next town
plenary meeting and will then be ratified into the Andalucían
Register of Local Entities to become the official Mojácar flag.
The new flag respects the history and town’s traditions with
Tlf. 675 608 716
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design elements that go back over the
centuries. The double-headed eagle was the
imperial symbol of the Austrian Empire and,
also present on the coat of arms of Carlos
I. Due to the important role that Mojácar
played in the uprising of the Alpujarras, it was
distinguished in 1530 with the inclusion of the
eagle into their coat of arms granted by the
Catholic Monarchs in 1497 for their part in
the reconquest of the Kingdom of Granada.
Later, Felipe II was the monarch who added the
motto “La muy noble y leal ciudad de Mojácar, llave y amparo del
Reino de Granada.”
So, there are centuries of history that will finally be represented
in this new flag, to which the town can identify and feel truly
represented.
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BonAppetit

By Elaine Jenks

Welcome to the New Year 2021

The season is getting cooler so it’s time to cuddle up in front of a
lovely fire and treat yourself to some hearty winter warmers!
Let’s start with a lovely warming soup and as it’s Burns Night on
January 25th it is a good time to make a traditional Cock-a-Leekie
soup. To save money you can even use up your leftovers to make
this soup if you wish.
Followed by a lovely easy to make fish pie, something different for
the palate away from meat dishes. We do live locally to a coastal
town brimming with fresh fish and seafood.
Then as we are in Spain to finish up make an impressive traditional

Three Kings cake also known as Rosca de Reyes. The Three
Kings fiesta is held on the evening of January 5th with colourful
processions taking place everywhere in Spain. Sweets are thrown
to excited children who eagerly anticipate the Three Kings visit
when they deliver presents to those who have been good! Watch
out for the coal though, as traditional this is delivered to those who
have been naughty! For fun you can purchase sweet coals in most
supermarkets! Then January 6th is the day for opening presents,
commemorating the visit of the Three Kings to baby Jesus.
2020 was a very tough year for many with plenty of challenges, so
here’s wishing you a bright and prosperous 2021.

Cock-a-Leekie Soup

3 Kings Cake

1 tbsp vegetable oil
1 medium chicken cut into pieces & jointed
180g smoked bacon cut into pieces
2 carrots chopped
2 celery chopped
1 leek chopped
1 glass of white wine
2 bay leaves
A sprig of thyme
15-20 stoned prunes
Heat the oil in a pan, fry the chicken until golden brown. Take it out
then fry the bacon, carrots, celery and leeks until browned.
Pour off the oil add the white wine. Put in the chicken pieces and the
herbs and cover with water or chicken stock.
Simmer for approximately 40 minutes until the chicken is tender.
Remove the chicken from the pan and throw away the Herbs. Take the
meat off the bones, put back in the pan with the prunes, cook for a
further 10 minutes then serve with bread.

85g citrus candied peel, chopped
100g raisins
50g pine nuts
50g glacé cherries
5tbsp sherry or brandy
500g plain flour
3tsp easy blend yeast
1tsp salt
150ml milk
100g softened butter
100g caster sugar
2 grated zest of lemons
1 grated zest of orange
4 beaten eggs

Ingredients:

Fish Pie

Heat the oven to 200C / 180C fan or Gas Mark 6

Ingredients:

1kg potatoes
400ml milk
25g butter
25g plain flour
4 spring onions finely sliced
Mixture of fish and seafood approx 400g
1tsp Dijon mustard
A small bunch of chives
Half a cup of sweetcorn
Half a cup of peas
Grated cheddar to top the pie
Peel and cook the potatoes in water until tender. Drain well and mash
with a little milk and butter. Season and taste.
Put 25g of butter in a pan and melt, add the flour and spring onions
and cook for 2 minutes. Add the milk slowly whisking all the time.
Bring to the boil whilst stirring and cook for 3 minutes until thickened.
Take off the heat and add the fish, mustard, herbs, sweetcorn and peas
to the sauce.
Put into an ovenproof dish, spoon over the potato on the top and
sprinkle some grated cheese.
Put in the oven for 20-25 minutes or until golden brown. Serve.
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Ingredients:

To finish:

195g candied fruits
1 beaten egg
Apricot jam to glaze
6 sugar lumps
Soak the peel, raisins, pine nuts and cherries in the alcohol overnight.
Put 140g of yeast and flour into a large mixing bowl .
Put the remaining flour and salt into a separate bowl.
Heat the milk until just warm, make a well in the flour yeast mix then
add the milk slowly to make a batter.
Cover with a tea towel and leave for 20 minutes until frothy.
In the another bowl beat the butter, sugar and zests until light and
fluffy. Add the eggs a little at a time and beat well. Stir into the flour
yeast mix. Then add the rest of the flour salt mix to make a dough.
Turn out onto a floured surface and knead for 5 minutes until smooth
and elastic. Knead in the fruits making sure they are mixed in throughly.
Pop the dough into a clean bowl and cover. Leave for 2 hours until
double its size.
Butter a large baking sheet.
Knead the dough and shape into a sausage about 50cm long.
Curl onto the baking sheet into a ring inching the two ends together.
Leave for an hour until double in size.
Heat the oven to 190C/ 170C fan/ or gas mark 5.
Brush the top of the ring with beaten egg and decorate with the sliced
candied peel and crushed sugar lumps.
Bake for 45 minutes. Put on a wire rack to cool and brush with apricot
jam. Leave to cool and serve.
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the Palette Studio
at Shea’s Bar & Restaurant at The Kimrick

Below are a selection of the wonderful paintings being done by The Palette Studio.
Every Thursday the Palette studio meet at Shea’s Bar & Restaurant at the Kimrick, Calle Zurbaran, Mojácar.
They choose a painting to replicate and Shea offers a themed dish that relates to that particular painting.
The group meet at 1pm and new attendees are always welcome. Please call 950 478 186 for more details.
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Beautiful you

Let’s not talk about 2020.

Let’s talk about the things that have carried us through it.

What did you learn about yourself?
Were you able to be alone without feeling
lonely? Did you quickly run out of household chores and general maintenance jobs,
and feel trapped within your well furnished
cage?
I think it all comes down to the things that
really matter to our quality of life and, the
things that matter can’t be bought. What do I
think we need to be happy ?
We can talk about love, money, shelter etc,
but what about hope, trust and peace of mind
and of course good health. Without health all
else pales into insignificance. All the money
and luxury goods in the world won’t buy you
one more day on this earth so, maybe this last
year has taught us to rethink what we thought
we wanted and, certainly to think about what
we really need.
I am sure that you have missed that very
special human touch, the feeling of being
cared for, of being held tightly by those we
love. I have missed hugging my sons and my
closest friends who are geographically distant
from me. I am sure that Spanish people are
missing it more as they just love to hug! You
will have missed your grandchildren on your
knee, meeting your friends for dinner, dancing
and even attending parties, weddings,
christenings and, the cruellest and hardest
thing, the funerals. Life will never be the same
again as those precious moments are gone forever, and we can
never recreate that. We are of course able to have video chats
which bridge that gap to some degree before the screen goes
back to a screensaver image that caught our eye at some point.
Modern technology allows us to access thousands of photos,
each having its own story of a different time and place, when we
were younger and, maybe had different wants and needs.
So as we transit now into this new year, have you decided on
what you want to bring into your life? Are you discarding your
old ways of thinking and bringing in the new you? Of course
this year will continue to be unsettling and we will learn to live
in the new normal. The most valuable thing to me is kindness.
If you have kindness and understanding for others it makes this
new normal more bearable. I have experienced and witnessed
some wonderful acts of kindness this last year but, also seen how
vicious and unkind we can be to others if they do not share our
opinions. Being judgemental on social media has been on the
rise and tempers have flared so quickly. Has this risen from fear?
Humans tend to attack what they don’t understand. Fear changes

us so, our society as a whole has been
found wanting.
There is a simple joy in giving,
especially your time. We have certainly
had plenty of lockdown time to make
a phone call, send a message, or a
positive image to our friends or to a
group.
This year I became a volunteer for
Macs and it has brought so much into
my life. I have made some new friends
who I hope will stay for life. I am being
of use while having fun. It is a fact that
volunteers are happier than conscripts!
So what do I wish for you in 2021?
Peace, love, good health, shelter and
financial security. If you have more than
you need then share it! If you have less
than you need, then ask for help. Don’t
let worry steal your peace of mind. I
think we all need to give and receive
for this world to be in harmony and
balance. So let’s start this new chapter
of our lives using the lessons we have
learned from the last year. That way we
can have hope for better times ahead.
Give people your smiles, your time,
your attention and your love. Nothing
else really matters in the end.
Happy New Year, Happy New You.

“How to live after death” is not the only book about Joyce and her Psychic
Medium gift. Author Louise Piper came to stay with Joyce for a time and published the
book she wrote, “The year I lived with a Psychic Medium” about her experience. Both
books are now available on Amazon UK and Amazon Spain and make wonderful gifts.

Editorial provided by Joyce Vernon

Joyce is a professional psychic medium with over 45 years experience.
She offers private sessions and also Skype and Facebook messenger readings.
She is a Reiki Master and also teaches both Reiki and Prana energy healing.
Joyce has worked with the police in the UK with murder and missing persons cases.
Call or WhatsApp: 634 332 542 or Visit www.joycevernon.com
Tlf. 675 608 716
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By Beth Underhill

Each month I am looking forward to sharing my knowledge of
hair care with you. As a Vocational Trainer and Assessor for the
examiners SCOTVEC and a salon owner for over 30 years, my
passion is the science of hair and how to respect it using salon
chemicals.
When writing my articles I usually take inspiration from my clients.
Thank you for your questions, I look forward to reading many
more. I do hope that you enjoy reading and find this page helpful.

sun. You can UV filter shampoos, serums and sprays.

GOING GREY?

Q) WILL SEMI PERMANET COLOUR COVER GREY?
A) Semi-permanent hair colour only cover 20% of grey or
white hair.

I would love to hear from you with your questions, please send
them to me at:- bethunderhill@hotmail.com
Etticut Salon facebook page or www.etticut@weebly.com

Q ) HOW CAN I GO GREY GRACEFULLY?

A) Growing out gray hair especially when you’ve been colouring
it for a long time is easier said than done. You don’t want to see
harsh lines of demarcation as the roots start to grow, which is why
asking your hairdresser is essential.
Grey hair happens to be one of the most popular trending hair
colours at the moment; it’s all part of the movement to recognize
your natural beauty and age
gracefully. The transitioning to
gray can be achieved with a few
techniques such as smudging or
lowlights and highlights using
the foil or spatula technique.
Ash tones can slowly be
added to your hair giving a
dimensional variation of shades
to allow your grey hair to blend
beautifully with the rest of your
strands.

Q) HOW DOES A SEMI PERMANENT COLOUR DIFFER
FROM A PERMANENT COLOUR?
The semi-permanent colour molecule is small enough to
enter the hairs outer layer but too big to enter the inner
layer like a permanent colour molecule. So semi-permanent
dyes add colour without changing the structure of your hair
like permanent colour can. Because the molecule is too big
to enter the inner layer of the hair it eventually washes out
unless the hair is porous due to other chemical treatments,
for example bleaching.

Q) CAN I PUT A SEMI PERMANET COLOUR OVER MY
PERMANT COLOUR?
A) Yes you can to rejuvenate a permanent colour.
Thank you for reading and I am looking forward to writing
my next article.

KEEP IT SHINY
Using a blue or violet coloured
shampoo can keep your new
grey hair shiny and bright.
GREY HAIR STILL NEEDS SPF
Melanin helps protect hair
against UV rays. Since grey
hair is missing this pigmentmaking protein, it means it’s
also much more susceptible to
UV damage. the UV light melts
the cortex, making the hair
more brittle and damaged. So
just like your skin, you need to

protect gray hair against the
20
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Is your business the only one
not being advertised with
The Advertiser Magazine?
Contact us today on 675 608 716 or
email: advertisermojacar@gmail.com
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What’s the problem?

At the Advertiser magazine, we recognise that everyone needs to reach out for advice now and then.
Seeking the help of someone who can not only offer a completley objective point of view but, is also qualified to advise you,
may not always be possible. We are delighted to be able to offer the services of a qualified counsellor and psychotherapist,
Theresa Wood, to answer any of our readers issues or problems.

Dear Theresa
Myself and my girlfriend both
come from disfunctional families.
There are addictions in both
families. In previous years,
Christmas has been a nightmare
as our families start to drink, they
get louder and louder, then some
form of argument, usually over
some past grudge emerges. Last
year we avoided going to our
families on Christmas Day even
though we were invited, but then
we became the ‘problem’ in their
view. What can we do?
Larry

Hi Larry
You are really doing the best thing to discuss and address this now. Yourself
and your girlfriend should decide what you would both like to do with your
time at Christmas. Only then should you consider what time you can spend
with your families to keep the peace, so to speak. It is often a good idea
to flag your plans long before the day, but by this I do not mean look for
approval or permission. You might decide to say you are both going to go
to your families for lunch if it is happening early in the day. Then decide
at a certain time that you are going back to your own home for the rest of
the day. Or alternatively say that you are going to spend Christmas Day
together at home, then visit both families together early on St. Stephens
Day (Boxing Day). Or offer to visit for lunch on New Years Day, usually a
quiet affair. Please don’t establish traditions you will find hard to break in
years to come.
Most of all Happy Christmas to you both.
Theresa

In Decembers issue of the
Advertiser, we had Sarah write to
Theresa about her father.
We had a few people write to us
with their answers.
Here is Sarah’s problem with two
of our readers answers.
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will publish them in the next issue

Dear Theresa
Im a bit worried about my Dad he’s in his late 70’s. My Mum
passed away earlier in the year. I know he misses her, we are all
heartbroken but he is going to the graveyard several times a
week, I’m not sure it’s good for him. He will often send a photo of
the grave to us all in the family chat group, if he’s put something
different on the grave. This really upsets us especially if we are
already having a bad day. Do you think we should sit him down
and explain it’s not good for him to be going so often? We are
afraid he will never move on. Sarah

Hi, my name is Louise and
this is my answer to Sarah’s
problem…
Your poor Dad must be hea
rtbroken having lost your mu
m.
While I understand that the
whole family must be devasta
ted,
your Dad would have spent
so much more time with you
r
Mum and indeed, had her in
his life the longest. Apart from
the loss of her as a person, he
probably has gaping empty
stretches of time in his day
s. Time that used to be filled
by
your mum. So, as well as mis
sing her, his life partner, he
will
be feeling lonely and bored.
The first year of grieving is
always
the hardest. Once you have
got past the first-year annive
rsary
perhaps you could help you
r dad explore new ways to
fill his
time. Look into clubs and asso
ciations in your local area.
It
might do your Dad good to
mix with others of a similar
age
and, in similar circumstance
to himself. But don’t try to
push
him before he is ready.
Best wishes to you all. Louise

Theresa Wood M.I.A.C.P. - M.Phil. Psychoanalysis - Bsc. Counselling & Psychotherapy

Would you like to ask for Theresa’s advice? Email in confidence at: theresa@advertisermojacar.com
Tlf. 675 608 716
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Why I chose a Spanish life

Stella and Mike Wild were quite
content with their lives in Swinton in
Manchester. Stella had always worked
as a hairdresser and was, at that time,
working in a salon with her sister
Kathryn and Mike has retired from
the Manchester police force. Unlike
many people who, for many years,
dream of a life in the sun and debate
the ramifications of moving abroad,
the thought hadn’t really occurred to
either of them.
In 2002 Stella and Mike were out
walking one afternoon in Tyldesley in
Lancashire when they happened across
an estate agent’s office who had on
display some photographs that caught
their eye. The pictures turned out to
be of a new development in Garrucha
harbour and Stella and Mike struck up a
conversation with the sales agent. They
learned a lot that afternoon about this
area, what buying a property in Spain
entailed and much more.
While they were very interested, they
hadn’t actually made any firm decision,
or so Stella thought. Imagine her
surprise when she arrived home from
work a few days later, only to find a
24

Stella & Mike Wild
Stella and Mike Wild

“For Sale” sign on their house. Her
husband had decided that it was now
or never and put the house on the
market believing that they had plenty
of time to make definite plans while
waiting to see of their house sold.

Well, within two weeks the house had
been sold, their belongings were put
into storage and their flights were
booked. The only problem was that
they had booked flights into Malaga
airport, they had the use of a friend’s
apartment in La Manga. If only they
had realised at the time that, what
was then the Murcia- San Javier, was a
mere ten minutes away from La Manga.
Their biggest concern at the time was
not that they had sold their home with
no firm plans of what their next move
should be, rather it was about their
diabetic cat, Sammy, who had been left
in a cattery in Manchester while Stella
and Mike toured Spain searching for
their new home.
Stella and Mike got in touch with a
local property company and made
their way back down from La Manga
to the hotel Mexico in Vera Playa,
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The yellow and green holy
truck which Stella and Mike
drove through Spain to the
UK and back again.
they viewed the properties in the still unfinished Pueblo Laguna
before agreeing to rent one of the houses for a year with a view
to buying it if all went well. All didn’t exactly go well, but they
do still live in that same house today and have beautifully and
tastefully decorated it to a very high standard.
Now they had a base to return to Stella and Mike were eager to
get back to the UK and collect the poor diabetic Sammy and their
belongings so they hired a van in Spain with a view to driving it
back to the UK.
When they turned up to collect the van, incredulously they were
shown to a lime green and yellow truck with a huge religious
picture painted on the sides of the van along with the name of
the hire company “San Cristobal” (Saint Christopher). Stella and
Mike could only laugh as other motorists blessed themselves as
they passed them all during their long trip.
Arriving back in the UK, they had quite a bit of talking to do
at customs to explain why they had such a huge truck but only
one tiny suitcase in the back. Eventually they arrived back to
Manchester and Stella was eager to go to her old workplace
and tell the girls of their new plans. Being more than a little
embarrassed about the very conspicuous van they were driving,
Stella asked Mike to drop her off around the corner so the yellow
and lime spectacle wouldn’t be seen. Mike did as his wife asked
but, just as she was entering the premises, to Stella’s mortification
he pulled right up outside and honked the horn several times to
make sure everyone saw him and his holy transport!
Stella and Mike intended to take life easy when they arrived in
Spain and began their first couple of weeks with days lounging
on the beach, relaxing and chilling out. Two weeks later Stella
decided that she had had enough
of that and needed something to
do. She had heard of a vacancy in a
salon called Emporium in Mojácar
and so called to arrange an interview.
Unfortunately, being unfamiliar
with the area, Stella didn’t realise
that Mojácar playa stretches for 8
kilometres. Stella got off the bus at
Lopez just as a sandstorm was kicking
up and had to walk all the way to
emporium which, was by Thomas’
supermarket. She arrived looking a
little “windswept” as one can imagine.
Stella was asked, rather than do an
interview, to do a client’s hair. What
she wasn’t told, was that this particular
client was notorious for bursting into
tears every time she had her hair cut.
Luckily this time the lady was quite
happy with her hair and Stella began
working at Emporium where, she
Tlf. 675 608 716
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remained for seven years.
In 2009 Stella began working at Alkami, in Vera Playa with the
late Diana Dudas. Sadly, on Friday the 28th of September 2012
at 11:35am the Vera Playa area was struck by a flash flood that hit
like a tsunami. It completely destroyed many local businesses and
homes in the area in the area including Alkami salon and Stella’s
home. Devastatingly, Diana Dudas lost her life that day. Diana will
forever be remembered with love. At the time the flood hit, Stella
herself had to climb up onto the balcony of the building above
the salon and was trapped there for three and a half hours. Ever
one to see the funny side in any situation Stella recalls watching
a whirlwind of “Adult Novelty” items washing down the road
from a nearby adult store while waiting on the roof to be rescued.
Within 6 weeks of the devastating flood, Stella had decided to
open a new salon and so “Stellas” began.
STELLA’S hair salon, located at Las Buganvillas has been a
success story from the very beginning. Starting with a staff of
3, the salon grew and now has a staff of six. The two stylists,
Stella and Sandie, are both experts in colour technique and
colour correction, and both have a wealth of experience.
Experimentation is key at Stella’s salon with Stella and Sandie
eager to try new styles or create your new look. Stella’s salon is
known and loved for its lively atmosphere. There is never a dull
moment and raucous laughter and witty banter passes round the
salon fuelled by the cocktails Stella invites her customers to enjoy.
When I asked Stella and Mike if they would ever consider
returning the UK, they didn’t think twice. They both answered
simultaneously with a resounding “NO!”
By Cheryl Woods

Stella and her girls in Stella’s
salon Las Buganvillas
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Aromatherapy Essential oils – what’s the story?
From the Apothecary of the Enchanted Forest.
The natural health & wellness industry is one of the fastest
growing industries in the world. According to the Global Wellness
Institute, the surge in growth of the global wellness economy is
currently valued at a staggering $4.5 trillion (2018 data).
The wellness industry represents 5.3 percent of global economic
output and grew by 6.4 percent annually from 2015–2017, from
a $3.7 trillion to a $4.2 trillion market, almost twice as fast as the
global economic growth. The Traditional and Complementary
Medicine industry alone is worth $360 billion. *Source 2018
Global Wellness Economy Monitor.
This tells us that people are turning their back on BigPharma.
BigPharma will always have money and muscle behind it, but
unfortunately the traditional and complementary medicine
industry doesn’t, because marketing arnica isn’t sexy and this
industry does not have funding behind it. What it DOES have,
however, is anecdotal evidence going back thousands of years.
This is evidence that has stood the test of time, is deeply
entrenched in history, traditions and accidental discoveries.
Aromatherapy, for example; the scientific study of the therapeutic
& healing properties of essential oils was first started in the
1920’s by Renee Gattefosse, a French cosmetic chemist. Whilst
working in his laboratory, he burnt his arm and all he had to hand
was a pot of lavender essential oil, with which he doused his arm.
His arm healed very quickly
and left no scars. This led to
the birth of Aromatherapy,
and thanks to Gattefosse
and his followers, discoveries
since then have revealed that
essential oils carry medicinal
properties and have a myriad
of therapeutic & healing
properties from which we
benefit today.
Essential oils have been used
for thousands and thousands
of years in the Eastern world,
yet have only recently gained
popularity in the Western
world. So why are we turning
to natural therapies? Well, this
is a story that will unfold month
by month as we explore why
we in the western world are
embracing natural therapies
and discovering new oils along
the way. I will however say this
much…essential oils work!
They are not a fad, or snake
oil, or the stuff of charlatans,
they are very real and have
awesome healing properties,
which is why for example,
Lavender is famed for aiding
in depression, and Chamomile
is the skin healing star and lets
not forget Sage, known for ‘all
things women’.
What are essential oils anyway?
26

Well they are little drops of concentrated liquid gold, extracted
from Mother Natures flowers, plants, seeds, bark etc and people
ask me all the time “what’s this oil good for and what do I do
with it & how do I use it?” Essential oils can be applied in three
ways: aromatically, topically & internally. Any questions regarding
the oil, will be answered oil by oil, as we explore a new oil each
month in this column and continue the story of aromatherapy
from the Apothecary of the Enchanted Forest.
So opening the Apothecary, we introduce the essential oil
Bergamot. You may be familiar with the distinctive taste of Earl
& Lady Grey teas, flavoured by Bergamot and nearly 1/3 of all
perfumes contain Bergamot.

BERGAMOT

Botanical name: Citrus bergamia.
Origin: Mainly Southern Italy & United States.
Part used: Rind of fruit.
Method of extraction: cold expression.
Type of plant: Small tree growing to 5 metres, has star-shaped
white flowers & little yellow-green citrus fruits.
Aroma characteristics: Fresh, floral, spicy, light lemon/orange
aroma, uplifting & very refreshing.
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Blends well with: the Chamomiles, Cypress, Eucalyptus,
Geranium, Jasmine, Lavender, Lemon, Marjoram, Neroli,
Palmarosa, Patchouli, Rose and Ylang Ylang
Therapeutic properties:
• analgesic • antibacterial • antidepressant • antiseptic
(pulmonary and genito-urinary) • antispasmodic • antiviral
• astringent • calmative • carminative (prevents & expels
intestinal gas) • digestive • diuretic • laxative • parasiticidal
• rubefacient (promotes blood flow to skin) • stomachic (improves
the appetite) • stimulant • tonic • vulnerary (wound healing).
Therapeutic uses:
• Digestive system: loss of appetite, dyspepsia,
flatulence, colic, indigestion
• Immune system: fevers, flu’s, colds &
infectious diseases.
• Nervous system: alleviates stress and anxiety,
depression and stress-related conditions,
promotes feelings of peaceful relaxation due to
its refreshing and uplifting qualities.
• Respiratory system: reduces cold symptoms,
comforts coughs, asthma, bronchitis & catarrh,
reduces halitosis, mouth infections, and aids
with sore throat & tonsillitis.

• Skin care: acne, balances oily skin, psoriasis, abscesses, spots,
varicose ulcers, wounds, soothes cold sores, itchy skin & insect
bites.
• Genito-urinary system: infections such as cystitis, leucorrhoea,
pruritis & thrush.
Psychological profile:
Bergamot is a very uplifting oil to both body & mind, it is very
helpful for dampening down anger, anxiety, depression, despair,
grief, lack of confidence, nervous tension, negativity and worry,
thus making it an excellent choice for stress-related conditions
and depression.
Safety advice: Bergamot and other citrus oils are phototoxic
which means they can cause skin sensitisation and skin
discolouration in bright sunlight. These oils should be not be
applied to the skin before direct exposure to sunlight.
All the essential oils highlighted in this column are available at
The Emporium of the Enchanted Forest (inside the VaVa Yoga
Studio), and you can explore our Apothecary and discuss any
questions you may have with me, Ashlí.
Ashlí Miréla
BCompMed. mFENACO/Naturopath. S.E.N (SANC). DipNut.
DipAdv DTM. DipArom. YTTC.
Disclaimer
The information from The Apothecary is provided for informational
purposes only. It is not intended to be substituted for the advice provided
by your doctor or other health care professional. If you rely upon any
programs or techniques, or use any of the products and services made
available by or through the use of our shop or website for decision
making, without obtaining the advice of a physician or other health care
professional, you do so at your own risk. The information in our shop
and on our website is not intended to cure, diagnose or treat medical
conditions, nor is it a substitute for medical advice. We strongly advise you
to consult with your medical doctor or a knowledgeable health practitioner
before using any essential oils internally to ensure a safe and optimal
program for your individual body and do not attempt to self-diagnose
or prescribe any natural substances for health conditions that require

The Emporium of the Enchanted Forest

Emporium of the Enchanted Forest, Calle Juan Anglada, 16, Local B-2A, Res. Vera-Mar, 04620 Vera
• Ashlí 643 102 335 • emporium@emporium-enchantedforest.com
www.emporium-enchantedforest.com • www.facebook.com/EmporiumEnchantedForest
Tlf. 675 608 716
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Environmental Issues

2020 What a year!

Not one many of us will ever forget. For myself and Coastal
Cleaners Andalucia it started and has ended well....the middle
was messy, worrying and often fairly boring.
Looking back through my photos, highlights of the year included
the trip to Cartegena, Aguilas carnival, market stalls for the
upcycled coffee bags and inflatable products, beach cleans
and kayak days. Personally I am proud to have completed my
Divemaster qualification and I loved the fabulous sailing and
dolphin watching trips from Mazzaron.

less plastic and look forward to
seeing you all back outside on the
beaches where we belong.
Goodbye and good riddance 2020!
..... Here’s to 2021.
Love and best wishes for a kinder year
for us all.
Sue Parmenter x

We finish the year with a couple of beach cleans and our traditional
Christmas lunch. Socially distanced of course.
2020 had polar opposite effects environmentally. The single use
plastic situation
has mushroomed
horribly and
it seems that
everywhere I go I
now come across
lost or discarded
surgical masks,
but at the same
time many of us
were forced to
spend more time at
home meaning we
discovered zoom
meetings, online
classes and virtual
gatherings that no
doubt cut the use
of fossil fuel and
pollution.
Many of us will
have discovered
restaurants, cafes,
walks and things to
do in our local areas
that we had simply
never tried before.
In true CCA spirit
I suggest we
continue to be
the best versions
of ourselves that
we can, help one
another and take
what we have
experienced into
the year ahead.
I will be working
with local
businesses again to
promote places and
products which help
us choose to use
Editorial provided by Sue Parmenter from Coastal Cleaners Andalucia
Taking action against plastics, fishing paraphernalia and other litter on our beaches and coastline. We try to encourage a wide group of people to get involved
through varied activities including litter picks, art, social gatherings and sports. In order to tackle the issue of prevention, our activities also include educational
projects and workshops, focusing on building awareness and sharing information about alternatives.

www.coastalcleanersandalucia.com
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You Can Not
Be Serious

As I write this it is raining – an unusual occurrence in this neck
of the woods.
I am quite glad to see the rain. For one thing I like to watch it.
The only way I can account for this strange phenomenon is to
say that it happens so rarely that it has novelty value. I never
watched rain back in the UK, probably because the one thing it
definitely did not have was novelty value.
I am happy to stay indoors occupying myself (1) Watching the
rain. (2) Watching the telly. Or I might read the paper and do
the crossword, but basically I treat a rainy spell as a bit of a
break, an excuse to do pretty much nothing.
However, the Higher Authority treats rainy spells as the clarion
call to housework. Not just ordinary housework, but housework
that involves rooting things out of cupboards, giving the
cupboards and contents a severe cleaning, and then putting
them back again.
I did ask her why she felt the need to enter into such frenetic
activity. I suggested that she put her feet up and relaxed,
pointing out that the cupboards would still be there for
another day.
She turned, an antique manual whisk in her hand. ‘How often
does it rain?’
‘Oh, I don’t know.’ I cast my mind back. ‘At this time of year
probably once or twice a month.’
‘And in the summer?’
I should have seen it coming. ‘Well, it might possibly rain in
May. Then nothing until September at the earliest.’
‘So, on average, say 6 times a year?’
Now I saw it coming, but it was too late. ‘Probably.’ I ventured.
‘Are you suggesting that I only clean out my cupboards and
check all the sell-by dates once every couple of months? She
asked with honeyed sweetness.
I squirmed. ‘Surely cupboards can’t get dirty that quickly?’
We’ve been together a long time, so I have learned to
recognise the losing side in an argument/discussion. I made a
valiant attempt at chivalry. ‘I can’t believe that any food lasts
long enough in this house to go beyond it’s sell-by.’
She picked up a half-full white bag from the work surface. ‘This
is flour. The last time it was used was Pancake Day.’
‘But flour doesn’t go off, not for ages.’ I remonstrated.
‘Flour’ she intoned, in the sort of voice that you would use
when speaking to someone of limited mental acumen, ‘is a
very favourite food of those insty-winsty little ants, not to
mention a host of other creepy-crawlies.’
I re-grouped and rallied for a final defence. ‘But there aren’t
any ants – the cupboards are much too clean.’
Very gently she put down the flour, and turned to face me. I’m
for it now! I thought.
‘There aren’t any ants because I regularly clean the cupboards.’
She looked me straight in the eye. ‘But of course, if you are
happy to eat meals made with insect-infested ingredients
because no-one has checked the cupboards, then that’s up to
you.’
Now was a good moment to throw in the towel. ‘Of course
not, dear. Would you like me to help you?’
by Jos Biggs
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...is it just me?
by Madness from Mojacar
Is it just me getting older and more cantankerous or has dealing with the public become ever so much more difficult? Do
people actually think before they phone or call into a shop? I
sometimes wonder if they think at all.
I recently worked in a soft furnishings store. Every single day we
would receive calls from customers requesting prices for curtains
and blinds.
When we asked the caller “What size?” a stunned silence would
follow, it being clear that this was the last question the caller had
expected and certainly had not given a moment’s thought to.
Almost without exception the reply would be something
ridiculous like…
“Well, big but not too big” or “Standard size” or even “Oh, I
never thought of that, can you hold while I measure them?”
Yes of course... I can ignore the customers in the shop and
keep the phone line occupied while you start looking for a tape
measure!!!!
Also, is it just me or have the general public come to expect
impossibly ridiculous response times?
It is a regular occurrence at our workplace to arrive to open the
premises in the morning only to find a customer already waiting
outside the door. This in itself is the most irritating start to the
day. I mean, it’s not like we are a bread shop in East Germany
back in 1969 or indeed a toilet roll shop back in March 2020.
I don’t know why people see fit to wait outside a business before
it’s due to open but I can only surmise that the “waiters” take
some sick pleasure in causing my day to start off on a stressed
note as I have to deal with the “waiter” before I can even get my
coat off, the lights on and the till set up.
As if that wasn`t bad enough, you would simply not believe
the amount of time one of these “waiters” greets me with the
question “Is my order ready?”
When asked “What order?” as I have no such knowledge of any
order, they innocently inform me that they emailed it through last
night, around midnight!!!
They have just watched me arrive and open up. Who exactly do
they think was here to prepare their order in the middle of the
night? They often inform me that they have followed up the
email with a WhatsApp message to tell me that they have sent
an email …. Who, in the name of sanity, sends people business
messages in the middle of the night?
Is it just me or is everyone gone completely crazy?
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The World According to Chrissy… Part 7
‘We have arrived!’ yells Chardonnay in a euphoric moment
of joy. As we are gathered around the slope of the disabled
entrance, which Chardonnay felt was a safer option than
the 4 sweeping steps to the grandiose doors of ‘Hotel Vista
Plana’.
Yet another head count proves all to be present and correct,
slightly more weathered and emotionally drained than the
departure of only 4 and a half hours ago which genuinely feels
like it was 1974 when we left.
We are to follow our illustrious hostess up the slope, which has
an inclination of roughly 4 degrees, which made me think I’d
hate to go whizzing down that in a wheel chair, rocketing up to
at least half a mile an hour.
Inside we head, and are instructed to wait in the lobby whilst
Chardonnay glides over to the reception desk to see what
information is required to allow us to check into our cells, oh
sorry, I meant rooms.
The lobby is no bigger than the larder my grandmother had
in her 2 up 2 down, so Chardonnay literally only had to take 3
strides to reach reception.
There is a distinct aroma of mould crossed with wet puppy
crossed with dettol, which I dearly hope hasn’t infiltrated into
the rooms as it isn’t the most pleasant of smells, bearing in
mind I sat next to halitosis Hazel throughout the journey.
Some of the ladies decided to take a seat as they had spotted
a 3 seater sofa and 2 armchairs that had been wedged into
the 6 foot by 6 foot area. It was almost an olympic dash to see
who would get there first, 5 seats and 7 ladies had taken up the
challenge.
My money was on Grace, she had a walking stick and was not

afraid to use it. I’d seen that one take several unsuspecting
victims down in Mercadona before now when she was after the
reduced chickens on a Thursday morning, brutal she is.
Grace was almost pipped at the post by Sue who was just about
to reverse herself in to one the armchairs when Grace launched
her walking stick with better aim than Eric Bristoe could have
done in his glory days, and with that she claimed it as hers.
Poor Sue was practically catapulted into the fake potted palm
tree, that doubled as an ash tray it would appear, losing her
spectacles on route.
I do feel karma played a part in the next turn of events because
as Grace sat down, she disappeared inside the chair quicker
than a magicians assistant due to the fact the arm chair was 95
years old and its bottom was closer to the floor than a legless
spider.
The sound of her muffled cries to get her out were equally as
hilarious as the sight of her flailing little ankles and pop socks
and where her left Croc had got to was anyones guess.
I would like to say I did the decent thing and ran to her aid but
by this point my Tena lady had given up hope of sustaining
much more.
Luckily for Grace, two of the bar staff had spotted the
commotion and dashed to unplug her from the depths of the
chair. Once the Croc was firmly placed back on her left foot,
and Sue’s glasses plucked from the potted palm, normality was
resuming just as Chardonnay came back with the room mates
list.
The colour blanched from my face as the name call began…..
Much love to all, Chrissy
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Life Guard Tower at

Vera Playa

Photographer

Tony first became interested in photography when he was just ten years old. It
was a passion he shared with his father Terry, and they turned Tony’s bedroom
into a darkroom.
Back then, black and white photographs were their only viable option as colour
development was too expensive. Those were the days when producing all
photographic development was done by placing the camera film in a tank with
developing fluid for a certain length of time then, washing and drying the film
before making a contact sheet of negatives. The required negative was then
placed on an enlarger and a photographic print was made from the negative. This
photographic print was then placed into developing fluid before being washed and
fixed.

Prize Winner

Tony laughed as he recounted the arduous procedure that preceded today’s digital
process. There was no whipping out your smartphone to take a dozen selfies back
then!
Tony and his wife Lynne are very well known in the local area for his stunning
landscape photographs and every year since 2013 they have produced a calendar
that features his photographs of our beautiful local area. These calendars sell in
their hundreds each year and have been ordered and sent to almost every part of
the globe including Cuba, Australia, Japan & Argentina.

Pueblo Laguna Sunrise
Rock Face in
the Rambla
Behind Turre

Windmill at San Jose

Tony is regularly hired by restaurants to photograph their dishes.
This, just one of his many food images, has been viewed over 54,000 times.

Although Tony enjoys all types of photography, his main employment comes
from food photography, for restaurants and, property photography for estate
agents. We have all heard the expression that “A picture is worth a thousand
words”, well Tony maintains that imagery sells more than words and professional,
good quality images are that much better. So, investing a small amount in
showcasing your product by having it professionally photographed, whether it
be food or real estate, will increase your sales by engaging your potential clients.
By Cheryl Woods
To contact Tony please call: 664 898 022 or
Email: tlimages@gmail.com or visit Tony’s blog tonys.photo.blog
Tlf. 675 608 716
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Sudoku Easy

Cross Word
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Sudoku Hard

Across
1 Christian organisation with brass bands (9,4)
8 Poet exiled from Rome in AD8 by Emperor Augustus (4)
9 Memorial (8)
10 Apocalyptic battle (10)
12 Treacherous people (with ladders?) (6)
14 Trig ratio (6)
15 Composer of Oliver! (6,4)
19 Mythical reptile with a lethal look (8)
20 Miniature whirlpool (4)
21 Dishonest behaviour (7-6)
Down
2 French region of many dormant volcanoes, capital
Clermont-Ferrand (8)
3 Clear spirit from Poland, Russia and Sweden, made
mainly of water and ethanol (5)
4 Beams (that may be shivered?) (7)
5 Admitted (to wrongdoing) (5)
6 Nuts used to make marzipan (7)
7 Producer of coins (4)
11 Uninvited visitor (8)
13 Extremely funny (slang) (7)
14 Medical examination (5-2)
16 Rosie (anag) — willow (5)
17 Short holiday (5)
18 Three Wise Men (4)
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A real Thriller was the last final of the Handicap
Tournament of the
Snooker Club in
Mojácar.
The 84 year old, Bazil Hooper, surprisingly reached
the final again but, was beaten 4-3 in a thrilling
first rime win for Clive Havis. This was the second
time that Clive had reached the finals.
The Mojacar club tournament is played in round
robin groups of five or six players and then it is
played best of 5 in the quarters and in the semifinals.
Quarter final results were Steve Magic 3 – Peter
Tracy 0, Bazil Hooper 3 – John Price 2, Staff Da
Paepe 2 – Clive Havis 3, Sean Smith 0 – Jerry
Downes 3.

In Semis Bazil H. beat Steve Magic with 3 to 1 and
Clive beat Jerry 3 to 0.

The handicaps for the next event: Ian Ashworth 31, Wieland
Eckler 14, Frank Miller 7, Steve Magic 7, Clive Havis 7.
Next tournament is starting 09.01.21

The Snooker Club Mojácar is located just on the side of the wellknown “Mercadona Supermarket” at Mojácar Beach at the “El
Zoco”.

Useful
Numbers

Almería
Bowling
Club:
Shirley
Jackson:
679
970011
399
Indalo
Dando:
Tlf: Tlf:
950
064
671 865 675
AlmeríaBowling
BowlingClub:
Club:Jan
Shirley
Jackson:
Tlf:
679
970or399
Indalo
Bowling
Club:
Jan
Dando:
Tlf:
950
064
011
or
671
865
675865 675
Cabrera
Lawn Bowling
Club:
Ian Jackson:
634
340
Indalo Bowling
Club: Jan
Dando:
Tlf: 950Tlf:
064
011
or 361
671
Cabrera
Lawn
Bowling
Club:
Ian
Jackson:
Tlf:
634
340
361
Cabrera Lawn
Club:Bimpson:
Ian Jackson:
Tlf: 634
Mojacár
BowlsBowling
Club: Verna
Tlf: 950
473340
072361
Mojacár
Bowls Club:
Club:
Verna Bimpson: Tlf: 950 473 072
Mojacár Bowls
Verna
Bimpson:
Tlf:or950
Zurgena
Bowling
Club:
Tlf: 629
311 200
634473
335072
988 www.zurgenabc.com
Zurgena Bowling Club: Tlf: 629 311 200 / 634 335 988 www. zurgenabc.com
Zurgena Bowling Club: Tlf: 629 311 200 or 634 335 988 www.zurgenabc.com

Golf Clubs & Societies
Golf
Clubs
& Raufer:
Societies
Aguilon
GolfMembers:
Members: Les
Tlf:Tlf:
636636
938 938
404 or
634or
641634
199 641 199
Aguilon Golf
Les Raufer:
404
Almería
League: Les
Raufer:
Tlf:Tlf:
950
619
273
or273
634
641
199
Aguilon Golf
Golf Members:
Raufer:
Tlf:
636
938
404
or
634
641
199
Almería
LesLes
Raufer:
950
619
or
634
641
199
Boxers
Society:
Tlf:
607
675
forums
section
Arboleas.co.uk
Boxers
Golf
675318
318
or
forums
section
of634
www.
Arboleas.co.uk
AlmeríaGolf
GolfSociety:
League:Tlf:
Les607
Raufer:
Tlf:or950
619
273oforwww.
641
199
Cortijo
Grande
GolfClub:
Club:
Mike
Picken:
Tlf:
950
509509
Boxers Grande
Golf
Society:
Tlf:
607
675Picken:
318 orTlf:
forums
section
of www. Arboleas.co.uk
Cortijo
Golf
Mike
950475
475
Forum
Society:
RichardMike
Price:
Tlf:Tlf:
634634
305950
353 rfp53@yahoo.co.uk
Cortijo Golf
Grande
Golf Club:
Picken:
Tlf:
475
Forum
Golf
Society:
Richard
Price:
305
353 509
rfp53@yahoo.co.uk
Mojacar
Golf
Society:
Lynn
Sefton:
Tlf:
667
349
908
raylynnsefton@gmail.com
TSB
Golf
Society
Turre:
Tlf:
Dez
677
161
705
or
Mark
663 603 898
Forum Golf Society: Richard Price: Tlf: 634 305 353 rfp53@yahoo.co.uk
TSB
Turre:
Dez
677
161161
705 or
Mark
663
603663
898 603 898
TSBGolf
Golf
Society
Turre:
Tlf:
Dez
677
705
or
Mark
Urcal
GolfSociety
Society:
SteveTlf:
Dodd
- Tlf:
608
238
827
stevedodd652@yahoo.co.uk
Urcal
Golf
Society:
SteveDodd
Dodd
Tlf:Townsend:
608238
238 827
Urcal del
Golf
Society:
- -Tlf:
608
827
stevedodd652@yahoo.co.uk
Valle
Este
Golf Steve
Society:
Alan
Tlf:stevedodd652@yahoo.co.uk
690 090 982
Valle
Tlf:Tlf:
690690
090 090
982 982
Valle del
del Este
Este Golf
Golf Society: Alan
AlanTownsend:
Townsend:
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advice before making purchases, accepting offers or taking on any contractual obligations, etc.
Deposito L egal: AL-1599 2020.
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Coast Guard

900 202 202

The One-Year-Membership is only 20€ and Holiday members are
admitted. (Tel. 950 473 041 or mobile: 634 364 311 and 609 026
526 as well for Spanish speakers).

Bowling Clubs
Bowling Clubs
Almería Bowling Club: Shirley Jackson: Tlf: 679 970 399

Local Police

British
consulate
Police, Fire,
Ambulance,
Civil
Protection
(Multilingual Operators)

112

Guardia Civil

062

All areas (24hrs)

902 109 356
Irish Embassy

914 364 093
Radio Taxi
Levante

950 888 111

we are looking
for an Admistrator

We are looking for a person with the following; Office work
experience with good telephone manner. Computer skills,
knowledge of Microsoft Office and Databases. Good level of
English. Ability to speak Spanish preferable. Own transport.
This role has the potential for the right person to progress
within this expanding company. Interested applicants contact
Aurora on 950 472 242 or email: aurora@indalo.partners
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